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Fresh Touch of The Spirit. November 7, Speaking from Acts 2, Pastor Jamey shares on the life transforming power of
the baptism of the Holy Spirit.

Wood Every believer needs a constant refreshing of the Holy Spirit. Lightstock Pentecostals are very good
about asking, "Are you filled with the Spirit? I spoke in tongues 30 years ago! Why would you ask me that
question? With each new challenge comes a new demand for a fresh filling of the Spirit. This must be our
experience of the Spirit today. It is not simply that the Spirit came upon us when we were baptized in the
Spirit with the initial physical evidence of speaking in other tongues. The Spirit, in our present challenges, is
filling us to every level of capacity. May we be filled at this moment in life with all of God that we can take.
May we experience to the deepest level and core of our being the fullness of God that the Spirit makes
present! Get Spirit-filled content delivered right to your inbox! Click here to subscribe to our newsletter. The
church cannot function without the Holy Spirit. And our personal life cannot function without the Holy Spirit.
We might know a lot about theology. We might study our Bible on a regular basis. But unless we have the
operating presence of the Spirit in our life, we are not doing anything that really counts in the kingdom of
God. Here are four things the book of Acts notes about the Spiritâ€”what the Spirit is doing when He comes
upon us: The Holy Spirit creates unity among us without producing uniformity. When the Spirit of God enters
us, we do not become clones. In fact, the Scriptures say that the Spirit places great variety in the body of
Christâ€”varieties of ministry, personality, ministerial office, all flowing out of the one Spirit. The Spirit
ministers to us the life of Jesus, which is the source of our unity, but He also brings us into conformity with
Christlikeness without making us "cookies" cut from the same mold. The Spirit creates unity without
uniformity. No person in the New Testament would have ever expressed the potential in his or her life unless
the Holy Spirit had been upon them. No matter what our talents and personality are, no matter how much
energy we bring to any particular assignment or task, only the Holy Spirit can touch the depths of potential in
our life and draw them forth for the kingdom of God. Third, the Spirit is always leading us in two dimensions
simultaneously. He wants to lead us deeper into God. We need to be careful how we define the deeper things
of God. The deeper things of God move us to love as God loves and to experience His purity and joy. The
deeper things of God are not about spooky spirituality or being smarter or holier than the next person. The
deeper things of God are meant to impress our life more dramatically with the personality of God through
Christ Jesus. At the same time, the Spirit leads us out into the world, because God loves the world. The Father
gave His Son to save the world. He told the disciples to wait until the Spirit did that. The Spirit is always
pulling us deeper into God and more thoroughly into ministry to a lost world. We see this in the Old
Testament with Isaiah. And who will go for us? Fourth, the Holy Spirit is indeed a person and as such, you can
resist Him, ignore Him or welcome Him. He waits to be received; He waits to be invited. Jesus said to ask the
Father and He will give you the Holy Spirit. The Spirit will not storm down the door of our life. He seeks an
invitation. We ask, seek and knock, and welcome the Spirit. Wood is the general superintendent of the
Assemblies of God. For the original article, visit georgeowood. Help Charisma stay strong for years to come
as we report on life in the Spirit. Click here to keep us strong!
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On this page, you can find more information about me, my services, my hours, and contact information. I
specialize in customized massage that is both relaxing and therapeutic, but also have training in reflexology,
prenatal, and sports massage. I received my training at Harrison College in Indianapolis. I look forward to
serving your wellness needs in the future! Thank you for visiting! Health and Wellness Industrial Dr. Carmel ,
IN map it M Always a great experience. Just remember to let first-timers know which door to use. Everything
else was great! Jeremiah did a wonderful job of pinpointing the area of pain and made it feel considerably
better when done! I will definitely be returning!! Great guy all around and really cares about helping where
you need it. Jeremiah was very professional. He explained what was going to happen before the massage, and
ways to help relieve my pain. Jeremiah did a great job addressing my needs from a previous injury. He
listened, and offered sound advice as well as a terrific sports massage. Jeremiah has a wonderful spirit and
caring touch. He is a true professional and gives credibility to the Massage therapy industry. He did a
wonderful job making my back feel much better. I feel great and my muscles are much more relaxed. Jeremiah
has a great working knowledge of how the body works and steps needed to get it back on track, beyond just
the massage.
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Is a believer supposed to be able to feel the Holy Spirit? While certain ministries of the Holy Spirit may
involve a feeling, such as conviction of sin, comfort, and empowerment, Scripture does not instruct us to base
our relationship with the Holy Spirit on how or what we feel. Every born-again believer has the indwelling
Holy Spirit. Jesus told us that when the Comforter has come He will be with us and in us. The world cannot
accept him, because it neither sees him nor knows him. In other words, Jesus is sending one like Himself to be
with us and in us. Every born-again believer is indwelt by the Holy Spirit, but not every believer is controlled
by the Holy Spirit, and there is a distinct difference. When we step out in our flesh, we are not under the
control of the Holy Spirit even though we are still indwelt by Him. The apostle Paul comments on this truth,
and he uses an illustration that helps us to understand. Many people read this verse and interpret it to mean
that the apostle Paul is speaking against wine. However, the context of this passage is the walk and the warfare
of the Spirit-filled believer. Therefore, there is something more here than just a warning about drinking too
much wine. When people are drunk with too much wine, they exhibit certain characteristics: The apostle Paul
sets up a comparison here. Just as there are certain characteristics that identify someone who is controlled by
too much wine, there should also be certain characteristics that identify someone who is controlled by the
Holy Spirit. We read in Galatians 5: The verb tense in Ephesians 5: Since it is an exhortation, it follows that it
is also possible to not be filled or controlled by the Spirit. The rest of Ephesians 5 gives us the characteristics
of a Spirit-filled believer. Sing and make music in your heart to the Lord, always giving thanks to God the
Father for everything, in the name of our Lord Jesus Christ. We are not filled with the Spirit because we feel
we are, but because this is the privilege and possession of the Christian. Being filled or controlled by the Spirit
is the result of walking in obedience to the Lord. This is a gift of grace and not an emotional feeling. Emotions
can and will deceive us, and we can work ourselves up into an emotional frenzy that is purely from the flesh
and not of the Holy Spirit. Having said that, we cannot deny that there are times when we can be overwhelmed
by the presence and the power of the Spirit, and this is often an emotional experience. When that happens, it is
a joy like no other. Experiencing joy by the Spirit is the understanding that as children of God we are being
blessed by His grace. So, absolutely, the ministries of the Holy Spirit can involve our feelings and emotions.
At the same time, we are not to base the assurance of our possession of the Holy Spirit on how we feel.
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become clones. In fact, the Scriptures say that the Spirit places great variety.

It is just like this with everyone born converted by the Spirit. The touch like Spirit, Breath and Wind Jesus said
when a person converts to Christianity, it is the Holy Spirit touching them like the wind touches a tree. On a
calm, spring day you can see the leaves of a huge tree lying still and motionless. Suddenly, that all changes.
You see nothing that causes it; but in an instant, every leaf on that tree is moving. It has been touched by the
wind. The Hebrew and Greek words for wind, breath and spirit are identical-ruah in the Hebrew and pneuma
in the Greek. The Spirit is like the breath of God that comes to us from the unknown. The Holy Spirit, like a
gentle wind, or sometimes like a strong hurricane, is God touching our lives. It is the way we fallible human
beings encounter and get to know God. The Father is the uncreated Creator, above and beyond any concept we
have of Him; and whose nature we cannot even imagine. He told Moses no human being could see him and
live. In Him we see God living with us and sacrificing His life for us. This was true when Jesus walked the
earth because when Peter proclaimed Jesus as the Messiah, Jesus told him this knowledge came from the
Father. And it came through the Holy Spirit. Jesus adopted this and it is now the favorite designation. But it
also points to the utter separateness of the great God beyond the universe. A Personal Touch It goes without
saying that the Holy Spirit is not a power or influence, like love or electricity. In Scripture He is given all the
characteristics of a person. He understands the thoughts of God 1 Cor. He has a will. He knows grief when we
sin Eph. He speaks to the seven churches in Revelation Rev. Jesus calls Him our Teacher Jn. The Holy Spirit
can be lied to Acts 5: There is no indication that they saw or heard the Spirit or had any kind of dream or
vision. But when they prayed and thought and discussed, they knew the unseen, unheard Spirit of God the
Father and the Son, was right there discussing and praying and thinking and guiding in them and alongside
them. Throughout Church History the Holy Spirit has been neglected and even forgotten by the people of God.
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This idea was central to a lecture given by Gordon R. The title of his lecture was "The Touch of Spirit. He has
devoted his full time to the healing ministry of Christian Science since , and became a teacher of Christian
Science in An abridged version of his lecture follows: Healing of alcoholism A longshoreman I feel
privileged to call my friend had wrestled for years over a contradiction he saw in life. How could there be a
good, wise, intelligent, loving God â€” the only Creator â€” and yet there be so much sickness, pain, poverty,
fear in the world? The deep-down confusion this contradiction brought about first made him afraid, then made
him mean and ugly, â€” all out of his confusion and frustration. The hell this produced in his experience
finally resulted in his becoming an alcoholic, apparently incurable. But while he was in a hospital for
alcoholics another patient simply mentioned he was going to try Christian Science. Shortly thereafter my
friend found himself in another deep drunk. But at this point he turned to Christian Science for help, and was
dramatically healed in a matter of hours. All desire to drink left him and never returned. He was completely
healed. First, what was that "something" that moved in the life of my longshoreman friend? And second, how
does that wonderful "something" make itself known and felt in your life and mine? First, what was that
"something"? Why, what that man experienced was the very presence of God becoming real to his
consciousness. He no longer felt so terribly all alone. God, Spirit, not only saved that man from believing he
was an all-alone mortal; it saved him also from believing he was a bad mortal, hopelessly, helplessly caught
up in a materialistic creation. For while it seems quite the opposite most of the time, the fact is, in the sight of
God, you and I are not mortals. Why, you and I are the very offspring of God. We really do live, and move,
and have our being in God, in Spirit. Deceptive senses Spirit, God, communicated just such ideas as these to
my longshoreman friend through his spiritual sense, his spiritual intuition â€” not primarily through his eyes
and ears. Do you realize, the only time we believed that discord â€” that so often seems to surround us â€” is
when we looked with our eyes and listened with our ears? What do 1 mean by material life? I mean life which
is based on material values only: And yet, all through human history thinking men and women have come to
the conclusion that those eyes and ears are not to be trusted. That there is a source of information to go to, but
it is not the eyes and ears. All through the Bible we have individuals coming to the awesome realization that
they did not need to trust those eyes and ears. And when that dawning came it just absolutely revolutionized
their lives. Perceptive understanding Often they were impelled to comment on what they realized. For
instance, listen to what Paul has to say about the eyes and cars: But God hath revealed them unto us by his
Spirit: And another thinker who lived about a hundred years ago, Mary Baker Eddy, the Discoverer and
Founder of Christian Science, came to the same conclusion and said substantially the same thing in her book
"Science and Health with Key to the Scriptures. He needed to glimpse reality. He needed to begin to see the
Creator as Spirit and creation as it really is, spiritual. He needed to begin to disbelieve what his lying eyes and
ears misrepresented life to be, material. For every human problem, regardless of what fancy name is attached
to it, and regardless of what fancy symptoms it comes dragging along behind it, is made up of nothing more
than some "not-knowing" of God, Spirit, believing instead something those lying eyes and ears misrepresent
life to be. Jesus gave the answer Yet Jesus told us the answer to every human problem. Good can be found
nowhere else. And matter is the degree opposite of Spirit. Try a different definition. Think of matter as:
Step-by-step process Yet James told us what brings good into our lives. He said, "Draw nigh to God, and he
will draw nigh to you" James 4: Now drawing nigh means coming closer. Thank goodness, none of us are
asked to take any step beyond which we are next ready and able to take. But this is certain: But the second is
just as important â€” that God, Spirit, is always present bestowing that good. Spirit is reaching into your life
and my life all the time. And yet, we need to. For only as we begin to recognize and acknowledge those
touches of Spirit that absolutely transform our whole lives do we also become able to recognize and dismiss
those damning notions which otherwise our senses just go on dropping on us. Evidence of Principle So what
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was that something that moved in the life of my longshoreman friend? Why, it was Spirit, God. Yes, but has
anybody ever seen Spirit? And none ever will. But you can know unmistakably that Principle exists by its
manifestations in your life. How does that wonderful something, Spirit, God, make itself known and felt in
your life and mine? And the answer, the wonderful answer â€” by the grace of God. Paul had much to say
about that word grace, for instance, he said, "And God is able to make all grace abound toward you; that ye,
always having all sufficiency in all things, may abound to every good work" II Cor. For years I had difficulty
understanding that statement. It was that word "grace. The dictionary says, "the grace of God is the kindness
of God, or the mercy of God. I felt there had to be something more to that word than I had as yet seen. It reads
this way: An animating grace Oh, that definition just opened up that word "grace" for me gloriously! Why the
grace of God is simply and wonderfully this animating, divine influence of Spirit bringing illumination into
your life and my life in just the way our lives need it. And it may come, this grace of God, in any number of
ways. For instance, it might appear in your life and mine as a still, small voice directing our decisions. Isaiah,
that seer of deep spiritual things said, "And thine ears shall hear a word behind thee, saying, This is the way,
walk ye in it, when ye turn to the right hand, and when ye turn to the left" Isa. They must be human
inventions. Why, God, Spirit, is naturally decisive, eternally knowing. And because you and I image that
Spirit, that must be our natural state of consciousness as well. Decisiveness, certainty, knowing, without
qualifications, without reservation. I had an experience that bore this out in my life. Instant realization I had a
major decision to make. It would not only affect my life deeply. It would affect every member of my family. It
just had to be right. So, to find our way, Mrs. Clarke and I began by lining up the "pros" and the "cons. We
went in circles. For every "for," there was an "against. Then a friend pointed out to me what was wrong with
that approach: It left God out of the decision. And then the most lovely realization dawned on me. What I
really needed and really wanted was to not feel so alone. I needed to feel the presence and the operation of
Spirit in my life once again. And with that realization I immediately felt at peace. Clarke and I stopped all
debating with ourselves and each other on the "pros" and the "cons" and instead we each turned with all our
hearts to hear individually what God, Spirit, wanted us to know, whenever and however Spirit wanted us to
know it. And even though we waited for two months, we never lost our peace because we were so sure that
Spirit moves with a precision that is unimprovable; never too early, never too late, never too much, never too
little. Clarke and I were in a large room separated by a number of people. And all of a sudden, I knew what we
were to do. I just absolutely knew it! I looked across the room at my wife and I could see that she knew it, too!
And 25 minutes later when we finally could speak, that was the case. We each had been brought to the same
conclusion at the same moment. Nor had anyone else said anything to prompt that particular conclusion.
Nobody had done anything.
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After all, my experience happened over twelve years ago. I have shared this experience with only a few people
who have been close to me or people who I thought needed words of hope where I could not find logical
advice to help them in their time of need. I was 26 years old and had been living in NYC for about a year.
Having been born and raised in a small Midwest - blue-collar town, NYC was the potential opportunity to
making my claim in life. On the onset, life was good! It was like a kid living in Disneyland! In such a lonely
city of people who long to have friendships, I was good to go. We worked hard and played hard and took the
whole city by storm. The startup business operation was slow, but that was O. Simply stated, I met a woman
who I believed to be my soul mate. As all relationships begin, I believed she could be the one. After a year of
living with people you work with and realizing this was unhealthy for business we were at each others throats
on top of the fact that the girl I was dating moved on I was at an all time low. In my depression, I pushed
everyone away and kept to myself. No one around to talk with and no where to go, I decided to go to church I
was raised Catholic and although not a bible thumper, I respected its values and never found hatred or directed
anger towards the church as some people recently have found. I would walk around admiring this tranquil
masterpiece in the middle of New York Cities pulsating spirit. I would go to the head of the church behind the
main alter where I would pray with others at the shrine of Mary. While mass was going on I knelt down and
began to pray. After I finished my initial prayers, I began to talk to God. No not one of those two way
conversations that some people would certify me as psychologically "nuts" just those kind of thoughts about
things we need help with or hope for in order to make ourselves and the world a better place. I put my life in
your hands. Upon letting go, there was a bolt of energy, which began at my toes and rifled upward throughout
my body. It exploded out the top of my head like a bolt of lighting. As this "energy" traveled upward it was
like every cell in my body was energized. The best I can explain it was like the pins and needles one gets, but
this was far from being uncomfortable. The experience lasted probably only a second or two, but after it left
my body I was left with this euphoria. Almost feeling like I was floating. Every pain, every frustration, every
mental disparity I had been carrying with me, had been ripped from my being at the singular moment. As I left
the church, I had a feeling of clarity, focus, and comfort. All my hate, all my anger, all my desperation was
replaced with happiness, love, and sense of hope. Within two years of this moment, my life had been given the
love of my wife and a year later the first of three children. As for the work, the business turned around and all
those in the initial startup have done well for themselves. My prayers were answered! I wonder has anyone
experienced what I felt that day? Faith and hope are wonderful virtues.
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October 27, October 23, God began this journey painting a picture of true love, and planting a seed of hope
within my heart of finding a godly loving man to spend the rest of my life with as husband and wife. I also
know God often uses these ideals to lead, when His intention may only be to teach valuable lessons, and show
how much He loves me. As I have found opportunities to share my story with others, I hope to bring healing,
encouragement, and comfort. I know my vulnerability and optimism may be seen as naivete or wrongly
encouraging idealism and fantasy, yet I am convinced God wants me to share and encourage others. At the
beginning of this journey my world was small and compartmentalized. I was closed off, shut down, living as a
tightly closed bud. The image of a shell tightly closed, much like an oyster where a grain of sand had gotten in
and a pearl began forming. With the shell of the oyster tightly closed, no one is aware of the beautiful pearl
hidden inside. The image of a poem by Rumi comes to mind, which I think describes the precipice or the crux
of where I was at the beginning of this journey. There is some kiss we want with our whole lives, the touch of
Spirit on the body. Seawater begs the pearl And the lily, how passionately it needs some wild Darling! I know
God knows the desires of my heart better than I know the desires of my heart. I believe God provided an
opportunity to have my heart opened. In opening my heart, I become vulnerable, yet the beauty inside my
heart is now being shared. The love, compassion, and everything God has placed inside, I am sharing to bless
his children for his Kingdom. Sharing my personal story, I hope to encourage others as God leads. I am not
naive, nor am I blind to the fallen world in which we live. I struggle with sin, as I know we all do. I know as I
open my heart to the possibility of love and marrying again, I will face trials and challenges. This is all part of
two flawed people learning to love and relate to each other. I also believe that as we make Jesus the sovereign
King over our lives, we will go through the process of sanctification and are transformed into the likeness of
Christ. I trust this process knowing that as I seek His face daily, I keep my hands and my heart wide open,
letting go of expectations of the outcome. This means I know there may not be a love relationship with a man
for me at the end. What I do know is that I give the rest of my life, my whole life, to serving His Kingdom for
the glory of His name, using my creative gifts and partnering with others for this purpose.
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Chapter 9 : Book a massage with Spirit of Touch: Health and Wellness | Carmel IN
"The Touch of the Spirit" In today's video I share some insights from my experience of ministering by the power of the
Holy Spirit. It's sad to me that many churches have strayed from allowing the Holy Spirit to do His work in "their" church.
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